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By Martin Knight 
 

Realm of Wizards is a game for 2-4 players. Each wizard is 
assigned an element, earth (green), air (yellow), fire (red) and 
water (blue). The wizards summon creatures to fight to the 
death. The winner is the last player left in the game. 

24 Life Crystals (Red) 
60 Magic crystals (Blue) 
4 Special Dice 
4 Wizard Counters (in four colours) 
156 Creature Counters (in four colours) 
4 Board Sections 
1 Rule Book 
30 Plastic Stands (optional) 

To set up the game, each player must choose a wizard to play. If 
you can’t decide, place the four wizard counters into a cup and 
each player draws one to determine which wizard they will use. 
 
Next, each wizard takes a board section matching their wizard’s 
element and the matching colour creature counters (Earth 
wizard takes the green creature counters, Water wizard takes 
the blue counters etc.). 
 
Each wizard places their creature counters into their own cup or 
bag (this is their counter pool), gives it a stir or shake and draws 
4 counters (this is their hand).  
 
Next, in order of earth, air, fire and water and starting with the 
earth wizard, each player places their board section as shown 
below depending on how many wizards are in play and places 
their wizard counter on any space of their board section. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Two Player          Three Player                   Four Player 
 
Place the magic crystals (blue glass beads) and the 4 special dice 
beside the board. Lastly each wizard takes 6 life crystals (red 
glass beads),  

In order of earth, air, fire and water and starting with the earth 
wizard, all players perform step1 before moving onto step two 
and so on. When a full turn has been completed (step 5). A new 
turn begins now with air going first, next turn fire goes first and 
so on. The order of play is changed after each full turn has been 
played in sequence of earth, air, fire, and water. 
 

1.  – Take a number of magic crystals 
equal to your wizard’s Magic Crystal value. If your 
wizard is on a space matching his element type, you 
collect 2 extra crystals. 

2. – You must move your wizard each turn 
(you have to move) and you may choose to move up to 
two summoned creature per turn (you don’t have to). 

Always move your wizard first, and then the 
summoned creatures (if you choose). 

3. – If you have a creature in a space that is 
shared by another player’s wizard or creature you may 
attack that player. 

4.  – If you have a creature 
counter in your hand that matches the element type of 
the space your wizard is currently on and have the 
magic crystals needed you may summon it and place it 
on the space with your wizard. You may only summon 
one creature per turn, unless you are in a space that 
also matched your element type, in which case you 
may summon two. 

5.  – You may discard any number 
of creatures in your hand, and then draw up to 4. 

You collect a number of magic crystals equal to your wizard’s 
magic crystal value. If your wizard happens to be on a space 
matching his own element type (i.e. the green wizard is on a 
green space) you can collect two extra crystals. You can never 
have more than 15 Magic Crystals in your pool at any time. 
 

 

You can move a creature or wizard in any direction of the arrows 
shown on its counter up to its move value. Spaces that match a 
counter’s element type costs one movement point, while all 
other spaces cost two movement points. Flying creatures are 
bound to these rules. If you have 1 point of movement 
remaining and the only space you can move onto is a space that 
will use up two points you may not move and the remaining 
point is lost. You can move through any space regardless if it is 
occupied, but you cannot end a move in a space that already 
contains,  
 
a) one of your creatures  
b) two or more enemy creatures, or  
c) a wizard and a creature of an opposing colour to that wizard. 
 

 
 

Element Type 

Magic Crystal Value 

Element Type 

Move Value 

Movement Direction 
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Using the bridge costs 1 movement point regardless of the 
spaces element type. 

Only creatures can initiate an attack, wizards can never attack, 
but they can defend. Any creature sharing a space with an 
enemy creature or wizard may declare an attack. 

1. Attacker rolls a number of dice equal to its dice value (if 
it happens to be on a space matching its own element 
type it adds 1 dice to the roll), each dice rolled that 
matches the creatures element type scores a hit.  

2. The defender rolls a number of dice equal to its dice 
value (if it happens to be on a space matching its own 
element type it adds 1 dice to the roll), each dice rolled 
that matches the creatures element type scores a hit.  

3. The side that has scored the most hits has won the 
combat; the losing counter is removed from the game. 
If the results are the same, they are both defeated 
(even if both sides fail to score a hit).  

If a creature is on the same space as an opposing wizard, it may 
attack. If the wizard is sharing a space with one of its own 
summoned creatures, the attack must be directed at the 
creature and not at the wizard. 
 
Roll for attack as in creature combat, if the wizard scores the 
same or more hits than the creature then the creature is 
defeated and is removed from the game, otherwise deduct the 
number of hits the wizard scored from the number of hits the 
creature scored and for each hit that is left will deal one damage 
point to the wizard, (the wizard discards one life crystal for each 
hit that is left). If the wizard and the creature score no hits at all, 
the creature is defeated and it is removed from the game. 
 
When a wizard has lost all 6 life crystals s/he has been defeated 
and is out of the game. 
 

 

Most of the creatures have some sort of ability that may affect it 
during the game, below is a list of all the abilities. 

 Bound – The creature must always end its movement 
on a space matching its own element type. 

 Flying – When the creature is on a space matching its 
element type, it cannot be attacked unless its attacker 
also has flying. 

 Pounce – At the start of combat the creature may jump 
onto an adjacent space occupied by an opponent and 
attack. 

 Poison – The creature adds +1 to its hit result in 
combat. 

 Elite – The creature does not get removed from combat 
when both sides score equal hits. 

 Protection – The creature cannot be attacked by any 
creature matching its own element type. 

 Petrify – If during a combat the creature scores 2 hits 
or more, its opponent creature is defeated regardless if 
it scored more hits and is returned to its owner’s cup. 

 Camouflage – The creature can only be attacked by a 
creature matching its own element type. 

 Huge – The creature can ignore the rules of flying 
creatures and can attack them as if they didn’t have the 
ability. 

If you have a creature counter in your hand that matches the 
element type of the space your wizard is currently on and have 
the magic crystals needed you may summon the creature and 
place it on the space with your wizard. You may only summon 
one creature per turn, unless you are in a space that also 
matches your wizard’s element type, in which case you may 
summon two. 
 

 

You may discard any number of creatures in your hand, and then 
draw up to a maximum hand size of 4. You always discard the 
creature counters first into your cup and then draw your new 
counters. 

You can only ever have four creatures in your hand at any one 
time. 

 The crystals can best be represented by glass beads, various 
shapes and colours are available from most hobby shops. 

 The dice are made from 19mm indented blank dice and then 
using the labels provided stuck to the faces, alternatively 
there is a 2 in 6 chance that a player will roll their elements 
colour,  so you could use ordinary d6 and count rolls of 1 or 2 
as hits. 

 The counters and board sections are best printed onto A4 
matt full size label sheets, peel back the sheets and stick to 
mounting board (the type used for mounting pictures), then 
cut to size using a sharp knife and steel rule, using a cutting 
mat is recommended and be very careful, children should be 
aided by a responsible adult. 

 Plastic stands (optional) are available from most hobby shops 
and can be used for the creature and wizard tokens to stand 
them upright, by printing to both sides of the tokens they 
provide the game information for everyone to see. 

 

Dice Value 

Special Ability 

Summoning Cost 
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The Creatures Counters and how their summoning cost 

is calculated. 

Water 
(Blue) 

Crystals Dice Movement Direction Special 

Fishman 4 1 (+1) 3 (+2) 
 

(+1)  

Lizardman 7 1 (+1) 4 (+3) 
 

(+1) 
Camouflage 

(+2) 

Octopus 7 2 (+3) 4 (+3) 
 

(+3) Bound (-2) 

Bog Man 8 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 
 

(+1) Poison (+2) 

Elemental 10 3 (+5) 2 (+1) 
 

(+3) Protection (+1) 

Serpent 15 3 (+5) 5 (+6) 
 

(+3) Elite (+1) 

 
Air (Yellow) Crystals Dice Movement Direction Special 

Gargoyle 7 1 (+1) 3 (+2) 
 

(+3) Flying (+1) 

Griffin 10 2 (+3) 4 (+3) 
 

(+3) Flying (+1) 

Manticore 
11 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 

 
(+3) 

Pounce (+2) 
Flying (+1) 

Cockatrice 
11 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 

 
(+3) 

Flying (+1) 
Petrify (+2) 

Elemental 
11 3 (+5) 3 (+2) 

 
(+3) 

Protection 
(+1) 

Dragon 
12 3 (+5) 3 (+2) 

 
(+3) 

Elite (+1) 
Flying (+1) 

 
Fire (Red) Crystals Dice Movement Direction Special 

Goblin 3 1 (+1) 2 (+1) 
 

(+1)  

Minotaur 5 2 (+3) 2 (+1) 
 

(+1)  

Cave Troll 6 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 
 

(+1)  

Giant 7 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 
 

(+1) Huge (+1) 

Elemental 
10 3 (+5) 2 (+1) 

 
(+3) 

Protection 
(+1) 

Hydra 
13 3 (+5) 4 (+3) 

 
(+3) 

Elite (+1) 
Huge (+1) 

 
Earth 

(Green) 
Crystals Dice Movement Direction Special 

Bear 6 2 (+3) 2 (+1) 
 

(+1) Protection (+1) 

Wolf 8 1 (+1) 3 (+2) 
 

(+3) Pounce (+2) 

Spider 
8 1 (+1) 5 (+4) 

 
(+3) 

Poison (+2) 
Bound (-2) 

Lion 10 2 (+3) 3 (+2) 
 

(+3) Pounce (+2) 

Elemental 10 3 (+5) 2 (+1) 
 

(+3) Protection (+1) 

Treeman 
11 3 (+5) 3 (+2) 

 
(+1) 

Elite (+1) 
Camouflage 

(+2) 

 
 

Crystal Cost 1 2 3 4 5 

Dice 1  2  3 

Movement 2 3 4 5 6 

Direction 
 

 
 

  

 
Costs of Special Creature Abilities 
Bound (-2) Flying (+1) Pounce (+2) Poison (+2) Elite (+1) 
Protection (+1) Petrify (+2) Camouflage (+2) Huge (+1)  
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When printing the dice labels, print this page onto an A4 glossy 
self-adhesive label sheet, carefully cut out the dice symbols and 
stick to blank 19mm indented dice. 
 

      

      

      

      


